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RP Visual Solutions and PQ Labs Announce Strategic Partnership
Anaheim, Calif. May, 2012 – rp Visual Solutions (RPV), a manufacturer of
innovative mounting solutions, expands our offerings to our customers to
incorporate multi-touch solutions utilizing PQ Labs touch technology. This
partnership will expand both companies’ offerings to include LARGE
Format Touch Solutions. Integrating touch solution across our full line of rear projection, matrix
panel arrays, and large format displays will enable our customers a single integrated solution
source for their MULTI-TOUCH Solutions.
Wei Liu, VP of Business Development for PQ Labs, states “We are so pleased to have a partner
like RPV to expand our offerings and capabilities and to seize on the explosion of large format
panels, such as the Panasonic 103 and MATRIX solutions where you have a touch environment
larger than a single panel.” Randy Pagnan, President of RPV concurs adding, “No question PQ
labs’ new Multi-Touch G4 solution represents a very compelling solution offering 6, 12, and 32
Touch capabilities. Our value-add is integrating this touch component with decorative bezels,
protective and non-glare substrates, and most importantly, service to the electronic
components.”
The combination of RPV’s design and fabrication capability with PQ LABS Infrared technology
enables our collective customers to realize their unique large format touch projects.
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###
rp Visual Solutions fabricates visual displays for AV integrators and Consultants in
demanding applications, including Boardrooms, 24/7 Utility Control Operations Centers,
Training Facilities, Network Operation Centers—anywhere visual displays are utilized.
Innovative Visual Display Solutions Tailored To Fit Your Needs.
PQ Labs, Inc. is a leading provider of multi-touch solutions worldwide, providing

revolutionary hardware and software to eliminate the need of keyboard and mouse for future computers.
PQ Labs' Multi-Touch G4 enables people to interact with computers directly using just fingers and gestures.
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